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Day

$8500

Tuesday 19th

Mexican Fiesta

Wednesday 20th

Magic in 3D

Thursday 21st

Movie Madness Excursion
Friday 22nd

Splashtastic

Monday 25th

Dance & Disco
Do you like to dance or learn some

new moves? We have a super high

energy day planned as you design

and create your own graffiti tag

for your baseball cap and wrist

bands to wear as we learn a

choreographed Hip Hop dance

routine with the instructors from

Proactivity.

Monday 4th Tuesday 5th Wednesday 6th

Ninja Camp

Monday 11th Tuesday 12th

Lego Mania
Wednesday 13th

Feel the Beat

Thursday 14th

Little Italy

Friday 15th

Kung-Fu Panda

Jump on stage today to help one

of Melbourne's most mind-bending

magicians create some amazing

feats of magic just for you! Alex

was a grand finalist on Australia's

Got Talent and he is also a regular

guest on Kids' WB 

on Channel GO.

Jump Central  Excursion

Jump Central is a boutique indoor

trampoline centre at Moorabbin

Indoor Sports. Grab your grip socks

so you can Slam Dunk like an NBA

pro or tumble like a gymnast. Jump

as high as you like as there is plenty

of soft fall to 

support your

landing.

Please arrive

by 9.00am

Ten Pin Bowling Excursion 

Strike it lucky at AMF Ten Pin Bowling

Clayton. Have fun individually and in

teams at rounds of  bowling and

laser tag. In the afternoon enjoy

outdoor games at Burke Rd Reserve

Playground.

Please arrive by 

9.00am

Be put to the test before you

Graduate from Ninja Warrior Camp

today. You will compete against

the clock to show how you have

mastered the skills to

tackle the ultimate obstacle

course. There will be crawling

nets, inflatable walls, 

tunnels and slippery

ramps to challenge

your every move.

Ideal for

 older children

 

Families can  claim Child Care  Subsidy if you are registered with

 MYGOV and the Family Assistance Office.
4TH -  25TH JANUARY 2021

Thursday 7th

Make and Create

Friday 8th

STEM Imaginarium

Monday 18th

Construct amazing technical

models with motors and batteries

and make your creations come to

life. Design intricate lego mosaics

and let your imagination run wild

with the LEGO free play area. 

In the afternoon design 

and build your own 

solar windmill.

Store Support Centre, 800 Toorak Road Hawthorn East - 7.30am-6.00pm  Ph: 0413 544 966       Book at www.commosh.edu.au

Big Bash Cricket

It doesn’t matter if you are a

cricket pro or if you are new to

the game, you are going to have

a lot of fun with the coaches

from Proactivity. Make your own

bucket hat to wear and then

learn the skills of bowling,

batting and catching before we

team up for the Coles Kids Big

Bash series at

Burke Rd Reserve.

The holidays are a perfect time to

get stuck into a craft project. We

have a massive day of making and

creating ahead! In the morning

learn to weave with Rachel from

Wunder Weave.  In the afternoon

make your own  winking emoji

cushion to take home.

Come inside our amazing

Imaginarium with Dr Sham from the

CommOSH Lab.  Your mind will

expand and soar as innovation,

curiosity and creativity are

encouraged. Our Imaginarium is a

challenging, motivating and super

fun space to learn together.

Are you like Poh and love Kung-Fu?

Luckily we are not lazy like Poh

because karate is a highly aerobic

exercise that will get your heart

pumping. However, you’ll be having

so much fun that you won’t realize

what a great workout you are

getting.  In the afternoon 

make a holographic 

star spinning top.

Load up your super- soaker as we

spend the morning making a splash

with the team from Proactivity. The

Splashtastic Water Play activities

and challenges will be a lotof fun.

There will be a Waterfall Run, Water

Tag Team and Sponge Toss.

We are off to the movies today at

Hoyts Victoria Gardens to see the

latest Childrens' Movie. Sit back and

relax and get transported to another

world.  Movie title to be confirmed

and parents advised a week prior

once session times are released.

Please arrive 

by 8.45am

There will be no time to siesta at

our Fiesta! Play Pass the Sombrero,

Bean Blast and Cactus Ring Toss.

Learn to make tasty Empanadas

with the Travelling Kitchen. In the

afternoon you will decorate your

very own frisbee which will take to

the park for a throwing

competition.

Rainbow Town Excursion

Be blown away by an overlaod of

colour and aweome interactive play

areas at Rainbow Town today!

Reach great heights climbing the

rock walls, take a spin around the

track in your favourite car, create a

massive mural on the Lego Wall and

lose yourself in the mazes and

tunnels in the playground.

Please arrive 

by 9.00am

Feel the rhythm of the beat today

as Joe joins us from Superstar

Drumming for some dynamic and

energetic drumming workshops. Not

only will we learn how to drum and

use other percussion instruments,

we will put together a 

performance

for our parents

to enjoy.

We are going to learn that there is

a lot more to love about Italy than

just yummy pasta! Build your own

Leaning Tower of Pisa, make a

Venetian inspired Mask and a mini

Gondola. Get covered in flour as

we make our own fresh dough to

roll out into pizzas with The

Travelling Kitchen.


